GROUP PURCHASING ORGANIZATIONS (“GPOs” or “buying groups”) are far more common than one might think. For example, many privately owned independent groceries and franchised fast-food restaurants belong to purchasing cooperatives, as do hospitals and local governments. GPOs take various legal forms, including member-owned cooperatives or LLCs, member-governed nonprofit corporations, for-profit member “clubs,” and government agencies. Some buying groups take title and resell products, while others negotiate terms under which members purchase directly from vendors. Some buying groups manufacture all or part of the products that members buy through the group, but it is more common for buying groups to outsource from independent suppliers.

Most GPOs aggregate purchases as a way to obtain better buying prices and other terms for members. Although any conduct that entails coordination among competitors in matters of pricing may present potential antitrust concerns, even on buying rather than selling prices, most GPOs provide cost savings and other benefits for members in a lawful and procompetitive manner. The discussion that follows offers guidelines for mitigating potential antitrust concerns in structuring and operating GPOs.

Buyer Cartels, Monopsony, Collusion, and the Rule of Reason

Most buying groups are an efficient way to reduce transaction costs and input prices, and they are far cry from a “buyer’s cartel” or naked agreement on maximum prices that cartel members will pay for inputs. The U.S. Supreme Court recognized in Northwest Wholesale Stationers that buying groups are “designed to increase economic efficiency and render markets more, rather than less, competitive.” A buying group “permits the participating retailers to achieve economies of scale in both the purchase and warehousing of wholesale supplies, and also ensures ready access to a stock of goods that might otherwise be unavailable on short notice.” These “cost savings and order-filling guarantees enable smaller retailers to reduce prices and maintain their retail stock so as to compete more effectively with larger retailers.” Consequently, a buying group is “not a form of concerted activity characterized likely to result in predominantly anticompetitive effects.”

The Antitrust Division has issued a series of business review letters (BRLs) in recent years that provide useful guidance for evaluating buying groups. The two critical issues on which the Division has focused are whether the group will have monopsony power over vendors with which it deals, and whether the group’s activities will facilitate collusion or otherwise reduce competition among its members in output markets.

Monopsony and Purchasing Share. Any buying group worth its salt will seek to achieve better input prices for its members, and many groups also take steps to improve quality, reliability, and service for members’ purchasing activities. A buying group’s aggregation of its members’ purchases can reduce vendors’ selling costs (for example, by reducing the need for multiple sales calls or negotiations over contract terms). Aggregation can also put group members in a better position to get the same treatment as their larger rivals. Indeed, buying groups are particularly common in industries where group members face larger or more integrated competitors that achieve lower input pricing through their own purchases.

The first major concern with group purchasing is that the buying group may amass so much power—monopsony power, or oligopsony power when wielded by a group—to be able to force input prices below a competitive level. The Antitrust Division has been sensitive to oligopsony concerns, and its BRLs typically note the percentage of the total market for the purchased inputs that the buying group represents. Some products that buying groups purchase are not specific to the industry in which the group’s members compete, and in such cases the buying group’s share of total purchases may be low and anticompetitive effects highly unlikely. If the group purchases products that are specialized to the members’ industry, the Antitrust Division may use the members’ aggregate market share in the output market as a proxy for their purchasing share. For products that are semi-specialized to the members’ industry, the Antitrust Division may consider both purchasing and output market shares.

What share of total purchases should cause concern? The Antitrust Division’s BRLs have frequently invoked the 35 percent level used in the Health Care Guidelines, and at least one court has used a similar figure (40 percent) to confirm that a bottlers’ cooperative did not have market power. The Antitrust Division recently challenged a purchasing group with an alleged share of 78–84 percent, and a federal district court held that a plaintiff could proceed with a claim alleging that a health care insurer with a 60 percent market share was exercising monopsony power. In short, a purchasing share of 35 percent (or a little higher) is unlikely to
give rise to oligopsony concerns, and a share of 60 percent or more will definitely warrant caution.

**Collusion Due to Standardized Input Costs.** The second major concern is that a buying group will reduce competition among its members in output markets. This concern can arise if collectively purchased products account for too large a percentage of members’ input costs, because knowledge of other members’ input costs through the group purchasing program may facilitate price fixing or other forms of collusion among members. The Health Care Guidelines recognize a safe harbor where the joint purchases account in the aggregate for “less than 20 percent of the total revenues from all health care services of each competing participant,” and several BRLs dismiss collusion concerns for joint purchases below this level.

The 20 percent figure is far from absolute. First, the existence of significant competition from firms outside the buying group will make any kind of reduction in output-market competition unlikely. For example, in the Containers America BRL, the proposed joint purchases may have comprised 50 percent of materials cost for producing steel drums, but the Antitrust Division believed that anticompetitive effects in output markets were unlikely due to the existence of significant non-member competition in each of the members’ respective local markets, coupled with other safeguards. Second, as noted in the Health Care Guidelines, the 20 percent safe harbor applies where some or all members are direct competitors.

In the NCTC BRL, the Antitrust Division found no danger that NCTC’s group-purchasing of programming content for independent cable operators would facilitate retail price collusion among members, because the vast majority of members did not compete with each other (97 percent of subscribers for members’ services lived in areas served by only one active member cable system), and the few members who did also faced competition from other cable or direct broadcast satellite operators.

**Information Restraints.** Restrictions on the kinds of information shared among members will also reduce collusion concerns, as numerous business review letters have noted, and serve to remind members about legal limits on their collective activities. A buying group should carefully evaluate how it gathers information from its members, as well as whether and what information should be shared among members. The group should ask itself how the sharing of information might make the purchasing process more efficient or effective, and whether any anticompetitive harm might flow from the sharing.

Meetings and communications among GPO members can present the same kinds of antitrust risks as any meeting of competitors (if the buying group’s members are actual or potential competitors). Both to protect the buying group itself and to remind its members of the legal limits on permissible cooperation, a buying group should have a written antitrust policy controlling what can happen at group-sponsored activities, and members should be required to agree that they will comply. Beyond merely obtaining signatures on a member agreement, a buying group should assess the antitrust risks in its specific industry and factual setting (including the antitrust training that members receive from their own counsel) and consider the most effective means of communicating the antitrust policy to ensure compliance. Antitrust training is particularly important for member representatives involved in any policy-making, governance, or administrative functions for the buying group.

**Procompetitive Justification.** Northwest Wholesale Stationers extolled the pro-competitive benefits of cooperatives in helping members to reduce costs, maintain or expand offerings, and charge lower prices to consumers. The Antitrust Division’s business review letters usually include a reference to the potential for achieving these efficiencies. A buying group is likely to have many business reasons to explain what it does and how it helps its members (anything from a formal mission statement to a marketing brochure for potential members or potential vendors), and these documents are a good place to emphasize the buying group’s pro-competitive goals and justifications.

**Special Case for Health Care GPOs?** GPOs in the health care industry have been the focus of government investigation and private litigation in the past decade. For example, the U.S. Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission conducted a joint workshop on competition in the health care industry and issued a report discussing, among other topics, the role of GPOs and the extent to which specific GPO practices may give rise to antitrust liability. The DOJ/FTC report noted that some observers believed supplier-paid administrative fees caused hospital GPOs to represent the interests of suppliers rather than purchasers, and that some GPO practices may injure competition: tying, bundling, sole-source contracts, and “commitment” agreements. Private plaintiffs have challenged such conduct, although typically by asserting antitrust claims against a vendor with a large market share rather than the GPO. Congress has investigated health care GPOs in the past and likely will continue monitoring the competitive impact of these groups.

**Membership Decisions and Territories**

A buying group can have legitimate membership criteria and generally has no obligation to admit all applicants or to retain all members who have joined. As Northwest Wholesale Stationers explained, a buying group “must establish and enforce reasonable rules in order to function effectively,” and one of those rules is membership criteria. Ordinarily, the rule of reason should apply to policies and conduct with respect to membership status.

**Market Power or Exclusive Control of Essential Element.** Northwest Wholesale Stationers suggests that a buying group may not deny membership, or at least not refuse to deal with rivals of existing members, if the buying group “possesses market power or exclusive access to an element
essential to effective competition." 35 Although such circumstances may be rare, one rejected applicant recently challenged the denial of its application and survived a motion to dismiss its complaint. 36 Consumers Warehouse Center involved a buying group of small and mid-size retailers of household appliances whose members compete with each other for retail sales. A retailer of high-end products seeking to expand into mid-level products applied for membership, but its application was "voted down," with no reason given for the denial. The rejected retailer challenged the membership denial and alleged that it was "impossible to compete in the Long Island retail market for mid-level appliances without . . . membership" in the buying group. 37 In essence, the plaintiff parroted the "exceptions" in Northwest Wholesale Stationers, and the court permitted the complaint to survive a preliminary motion to dismiss. 38

The Antitrust Division often comments favorably in BRLs on the voluntary nature of participation in any specific program of a buying group, but the buying group may need purchase commitments from participants to obtain favorable pricing from vendors.

**Territories and Allocation.** Buying groups may want to select members and exclude other applicants based on the applicant’s geographic service area in output markets. GPOs also may wish to restrict territories that members can serve or locations from which they can make sales. The Antitrust Division has recognized in recent BRLs that such conduct may further legitimate procompetitive goals, but the Supreme Court’s 1972 decision in Topco 39 presents a continuing concern, at least with respect to output restraints on members.

Topco was a buying group for small-to-medium sized regional supermarket chains that sought to provide high-quality merchandise under private labels to facilitate its members’ competition against larger national and regional chains. The group distributed over 1,000 different products under Topco brand names, but none of the members did business under the “Topco” name as such. The membership agreement prohibited members from selling Topco-branded products outside their assigned territories, which the U.S. Supreme Court ruled was a per se illegal horizontal agreement to divide territories. 40

The Antitrust Division has issued BRLs that reflect a more approving view of territorial restraints in GPO membership policies. For example, in the NCTC BRL, the Antitrust Division noted the virtual nonexistence of competitive overlap among the buying group’s members as a reason why the GPO would not have anticompetitive effects. 41 Similarly, in the Containers America BRL, the Antitrust Division noted that the geographic locations of GPO members effectively precluded them from competing against each other except in rare circumstances, and this factor appears to support the Division’s conclusion that the proposed joint purchasing would not “diminish local regional price rivalry.” 42

A buying group that wishes to define member territories should consult closely with counsel and confirm that there are legitimate procompetitive business purposes for the restraint (e.g., to induce members to promote a common brand within a given geography with protection against free riding). The group should also consider the nature of the restraint. For example, a group might license a member to resell the group’s branded products and use the group’s trademarks at a specific location but without guaranteeing the member the right to some broader territory should it wish to expand. Naturally, the group should also consider its collective national market share, its members’ share in any smaller potentially relevant geographic market, and the nature and extent of competition.

Finally, the group should consider who will assign territories or locations and how such decisions will be made. In general, decisions on territorial restraints will present less antitrust risk if made by independent staff of the GPO, based on general factors that are set in advance to further the group’s procompetitive goals, such as whether the group is under-represented in a particular geographic area, and whether the restraint is warranted to assure that group members do not account for too large a share of jointly purchased inputs or aggregate sales in output markets.

**Commitment to Purchase**

A buying group’s bargaining position is strongest if it can commit to delivering a volume of business, and vendor pricing may be less favorable if the group offers only a prospect of member purchases rather than a guarantee. The Antitrust Division often comments favorably in BRLs on the voluntary nature of participation in any specific program of a buying group, but the buying group may need purchase commitments from participants to obtain favorable pricing from vendors. For example, in the Containers America BRL, the Antitrust Division noted that participation was voluntary but that members “would be asked to specify how much of a particular input they would buy at a particular price and to agree to use common specifications.” 43

In the NCTC BRL, the buying group required that members submit “reserve terms” on acceptable pricing and purchase quantities that the buying group would use to negotiate with vendors. If the group achieved an agreement that met a member’s terms, the member was obligated to complete the purchase; if the group agreement did not meet the terms, the member was free to negotiate its own agreement with the vendor, but only at a price equal to or below its own reserve terms. If the vendor did not meet the member’s reserve price in direct negotiations, the member was required to refrain from carrying the relevant programming for as long as two years. The Antitrust Division concluded that
this procedure did not present competitive concerns because members could decline to participate in any master contract for a particular program network and because “members of a joint purchasing cooperative may be asked to commit to purchase voluntarily specified volumes of an input at specified prices.”

In short, commitment agreements may play an essential role in permitting a buying group to deliver business and thus negotiate better terms, and are not likely to create antitrust problems if members are free to decline to participate in a particular program. The danger can become real, however, where a vendor has a significant market share and commitment agreements in buying group contracts might exclude the vendor’s rivals from access to the members’ market.

**Member Resale Prices**

Can a buying group set minimum resale prices for products purchased through the group? A typical buying group will have no reason to set member resale prices. The buying group exists to achieve buying efficiencies, but what a member does with those efficiencies is up to that member. The case against setting member resale prices is particularly stark if the decision is made by the members themselves or a member-controlled board, because it may be difficult to distinguish such conduct from any other price-fixing conspiracy. Even if the buying group has staff independent of its members to make decisions on output pricing restraints, the answer would still likely be no. If a vendor to the buying group wishes to ensure that a discount is passed through to customers of the group’s members, however, a vertical agreement between the vendor and the buying group (binding the group’s members) would be judged under the rule of reason.

A buying group can also have joint marketing or sales programs, for which some forms of joint output pricing by members may be lawful and procompetitive, but that conduct normally is justified on the basis of the joint marketing program and not the GPO’s separate group purchasing program. For example, the buying group in the Armored Transport BRL also served as a joint marketing agent for members, negotiating joint bids for members with large customers that none of the members was able to serve on its own. The group communicated separately with each member about joint bids, customers did not receive any breakdown of a joint bid that disclosed individual member bids, and members were free not to participate in a joint bid and even to bid separate from the group for any job.

Similarly, in the Containers America BRL, the Antitrust Division declined to challenge a buying group’s joint marketing plans. Once again, the members were smaller, regional players banding together to bid on national contracts that none of them had been able to win on their own. The buying group proposed to have resale price discussions among members, but these discussions would be “limited to information necessary to prepare national or multi-regional bids,” with no exchange of any other nonpublic information. The Antitrust Division noted that the price discussions for these bids were not likely to have any anticompetitive effect because none of the members had yet been able to win even one national contract.

These BRLs show that GPOs may have lawful and procompetitive reasons to facilitate joint pricing in connection with joint marketing and sales programs, and that such conduct typically is justified independent of the GPO’s group purchasing activities. The BRLs also show that careful planning and administration of joint pricing arrangements is warranted to avoid the risk of spillover collusion among members beyond the scope of lawful joint pricing.

**Price Discrimination**

Buying groups may face three kinds of price discrimination issues: (1) inducing or receiving discriminatorily favorable vendor prices or promotional programs for group members compared to others customers of the vendor who compete with members for resale of the products in question; (2) arranging or charging members lower prices for vendor products compared to non-members who participate in the group; and (3) arranging or charging lower prices for vendor products for some members (e.g., large-volume buyers), than for other members.

**Discrimination Favoring Cooperatives.** If a buying group’s driving purpose is to get better prices for its members, doesn’t that imply that the buying group is seeking discriminatory pricing, and walking right into the jaws of the Robinson-Patman Act? Not necessarily, because buying groups seek better prices than members received in the past, which often are less favorable than prices that larger competitors of buying group members can and do command. In some instances, the vendor’s conduct may not satisfy the elements for a claim under the Robinson-Patman Act, or the causal chain for a damages claim may be broken if the products purchased by or through the group are not resold in an unaltered form.

Section 2(f) of the Robinson-Patman Act prohibits the knowing inducement or receipt of an unlawfully discriminatory benefit, and it applies to GPOs that actually purchase and re-sell vendor products. Several appellate courts addressed group purchasing for auto parts in the early 1960s and sustained FTC rulings that GPOs were liable under Section 2(f). The general theme of these decisions was that the GPOs did not provide cost savings for suppliers and did not bring any benefits to their members other than by aggregating purchases to qualify for vendors’ pre-existing volume discounts.

Courts today are unlikely to reach the same results as these Eisenhower/Kennedy-era decisions. Indeed, the Antitrust Division declined to challenge group purchasing in the Containers America BRL even though the program included echoes of the decades-old auto-parts cases. According to the BRL, members needed group purchasing due to “the availability of quantity discounts on the steel and other prod-
Organizing a buying group as a cooperative carries two advantages in dealings with non-members.

ucts needed to manufacture steel drums,” which enabled large multi-plant manufacturers to purchase inputs comprising more than 50 percent of the cost of steel drums at significantly lower prices.\(^{57}\) To overcome this “substantial cost advantage,” the GPO “proposes to purchase sufficient quantities of various steel and other inputs to qualify for quantity discounts.”\(^{58}\) Yet, unlike the auto-parts cases, the Containers America BRL made no mention of the other small manufacturers who were not members of Containers America or any other buying group—and who therefore would be put at a price disadvantage relative to Containers America’s members.

Some buying groups today do provide the value-added services that the auto-parts courts thought were missing.\(^{59}\) A buying group that provides services, such as warehousing, inventory management, physical distribution, order-aggregation, and payment/credit functions, can create greater value for its members and suppliers and reduce any antitrust risk that these older cases may still imply by providing grounds to assert a “functional discount” defense.\(^{60}\) Courts today are more likely to recognize other efficiencies (such as reduced transaction costs through common negotiation of terms and streamlining of members’ own purchasing staffs), so that the defensive value of other “functions” is relatively less than it would have been in the auto-parts cases.

This will be particularly true if the buying group can also demonstrate the likely availability of a “meeting competition” defense. The courts in the auto-parts cases emphasized that suppliers were not meeting competition,\(^{61}\) although the courts likely underestimated the ability of the buying groups to shift business from one supplier to another if the volume discounts were not granted. For the modern buying group, playing one vendor off against another and thereby inducing each vendor to meet competition provides business value to the members and also may reduce risks under Section 2(f).

There is little case law on the meeting-competition defense in the specific context of buying groups.\(^{62}\) Nevertheless, a buying group will be well served by documenting its efforts to secure better pricing by playing off competing vendors.

**Discrimination Between Members and Non-Members.** Some buying groups deal only with members but others allow non-members to participate. Buying groups that are open to non-members may face potential price discrimination concerns if group members receive lower vendor prices than non-member participants. For the most part, normal price discrimination standards apply to such conduct, but the focus of potential claims may depend on how the buying group structures vendor transactions. Some groups purchase and re-sell vendor products; others negotiate prices based on aggregate purchase commitments of participants, but the vendors sell directly to participants. Whether a court will assign any significance to these different models is unclear.

Organizing a buying group as a cooperative carries two advantages in dealings with non-members. First, Section 4 of the Robinson-Patman Act expressly permits a cooperative to favor its members by returning to them a periodic rebate or dividend as a pro rata share of net earnings proportionate to the member’s share of purchases from the group.\(^{63}\) The Supreme Court has described this as “a narrow immunity from the price discrimination prohibitions of the Robinson-Patman Act” that “has never been construed as granting cooperatives a blanket exception from the Robinson-Patman Act.”\(^{64}\) It may be difficult for a cooperative to argue that Section 4 grants a “blanket exemption” for discrimination between members and non-members in prices at the time of sale, but it would also be difficult for a non-member to prove damages if the “price discrimination” simply accelerated payment of all or some portion of what the member eventually would have received as its pro rata share of net earnings.

Second, buyer cooperatives may be sufficiently integrated that “resales” of vendor products to members are deemed to be internal transfers that do not satisfy the “two sales” requirement of the Robinson-Patman Act. For example, rural electric cooperatives may be members of an electric-generation cooperative from which they buy some of the electricity they distribute. In *City of Mt. Pleasant*,\(^{65}\) the Eighth Circuit held that the rural electric cooperatives in that case should be treated as a single entity for both Sherman Act and Robinson-Patman Act purposes.\(^{66}\) Similarly, in *Bell v. Fur Breeders Agricultural Cooperative*,\(^{67}\) the Tenth Circuit found that an agricultural supply cooperative and its members should be viewed as a single enterprise, “with its main purpose to supply feed to members at a lower cost.”\(^{68}\) Practitioners should be cautious about extending the reasoning of *Mt. Pleasant* and *Bell* too readily, however. In both cases, the cooperative owned some or all of the producing assets in which members had made substantial capital investments, which may distinguish their groups from a pure “buying” group. Moreover, the electric cooperatives in *Mt. Pleasant* had statutorily defined exclusive territories prescribed by state law and, unlike the retailers in *Topco*, were not “actual or potential competitors of each other.”\(^{69}\) A buying group could protect itself from price discrimination claims by choosing not to sell to any non-members, or to those who resell in members’ territories. (Of course, if Internet sales are common in the members’ industry, this approach may not be viable.)

**Discrimination Among Members.** Can a buying group discriminate among its members, either through different prices or disproportionate shares of profits? Some buying groups (particularly those organized as cooperatives) operate on egalitarian principles and would not consider arranging or charging lower prices to larger members. Other groups may believe that they must or should offer lower prices to large
members because they contribute a larger share of aggregate purchases and could achieve better input prices than smaller members apart from the buying group, particularly if large members can easily shift purchases to other buying groups.

Antitrust law certainly does not compel a buying group to favor larger members, but in some circumstances buying groups may do so without exposing the group or larger members to significant antitrust risk. First, the differential rewards may come in the form of different shares of profits. Section 4 of the Robinson-Patman Act would not protect a rebate that is disproportionate to the buying group member's share of purchases, but the absence of an exemption does not necessarily mean that such conduct is unlawful. For example, large members may have made disproportionate capital contributions, or purchased shares in the group at an earlier and more uncertain time. Second, at least in a cooperative, intra-group transfers may not satisfy the "two sales" requirements. The agricultural cooperative in Bell charged members prices that included delivery costs, and added a separate surcharge if the member was outside a normal delivery route, based on the additional mileage from the feed route to the ranch. A member that was outside the delivery route challenged this pricing. Viewing the cooperative and its members as a single enterprise, the court concluded that the "pricing" to members was an "internal policy" and that the resulting "sale" was a transfer within a single enterprise. Third, a buying group could also offer ways for disfavored members to avoid the differential pricing. For example, in Bell, the cooperative gave disfavored members the option of picking up products at the cooperative's plant, avoiding the surcharge and receiving a discount that reflected the delivery cost embedded in the product price.

Conclusion
Buying groups provide an efficient and cost-effective means to aggregate buyers, reduce transaction costs, enhance competition among vendors, and lower input costs. As with any collaboration between competitors, however, counsel for buying groups and their members must be mindful of antitrust risks and adopt policies and procedures to manage such risks:

- Avoid buying power and monopsony concerns by monitoring the group's share of total purchases in input markets, using the 35 percent share figure in the Health Care Statements as a guide or at least a trigger for more focused market analysis.
- Control the risk that group purchasing will facilitate collusion among members in output markets, using the 20 percent share figure in the Health Care Statements as a guide or as a trigger for further analysis and potential safeguards.
- Adopt policies and procedures to prohibit “spillover collusion” among members on competitively sensitive matters that are beyond the scope of legitimate group purchasing activity, including a prohibition against members sharing competitively sensitive information, or entering into any agreement or understanding on prices or other competitive conduct in output markets. Such conduct is easier to avoid if the buying group is owned and managed by a firm that does not participate in the members’ output markets. Conversely, the group must be particularly sensitive to such risks if members have a direct role in management or administration of group purchasing activities.
- Assess legitimate business justifications and potential competitive effects before restricting members’ territories or locations for sales in output markets, and consider the legal risk of any such restrictions.
- Evaluate potential price discrimination concerns arising from favorable prices achieved through group purchasing, in particular if the group purchases goods and proposes to re-sell at different prices to competing resellers. By using these and other appropriate safeguards, buying groups can ensure that members achieve lower input pricing, efficiencies in procurements, and other recognized procompetitive benefits of group purchasing programs without exposing the group or its members to unwarranted antitrust risks.
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37 2007 WL 922423 at *1.

38 Id. at *4 (“CWC can take a hint”).

39 United States v. Topco Assoc., 405 U.S. 596 (1972). Some later court decisions may be inconsistent with this ruling and even suggest that Topco
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